
 
 
CICS Performance Analyzer (PA) -      comprehensive off-line performance reporting for every aspect CICS to help tune and  

              manage CICS.  Great when going to new version of CICS 
CICS Interdependency Analyzer (IA) - identifies resource relationships within CICS business applications, provides a DB2 online  

query facility, use this data to improve your ability to maintain, enhance, and reuse your                         
business applications.  Great when going to new version of CICS 

Configuration Manager –  easily manage many CICS resource definitions and the files which they are stored. CSD   
file and DREP file.  Great tool when going to new version of CICS 

CICS VSAM Transparency -              Migrate VSAM data to DB2 without re-writing code 
CICS Online Transmission Time Optimizer (OTTO) -  compresses 3270 data streams to improve system performance and  

              end-user productivity  
CICS VSAM Recovery -             streamlines the process of recovering lost VSAM data, providing a simple, yet powerful  

              tool to manage the data recovery process 
Session Manager -                provides IBM VTAM® and TCP/IP users with a secure and user-friendly way to access  
(CL Supersession & CL Conference)              multiple IBM OS/390® and IBM z/OS™ systems from a single 3270 terminal.  
CICS Batch Application Control (CBAC) – permits shared resources between CICS systems and batch streams by managing  

             and maintaining resource state status between the subsystems and across restarts. 
 
 
 
Fault Analyzer -  determine cause of application failure and offers assistance (replace dumps) 
File Manager -   manipulate data, edit, browse, print, data creation and copy 
Debug Tool Utilities -  display source level view of point of failure with diagnostics.  COBOL modernization / conversion and testing  

validation tool. 
File Export -   Data gathering, manipulation and generation solution used to export related set of exiting data from  

dissimilar sources for DB2, IMS, VSAM and sequential files 
Application Performance Analyzer - analyze applications in production for bottlenecks real-time or historically. 
Workload Simulator -  stress, performance, regression function and capacity plan testing 
Rational Functional Tester Extension – functional testing for zSeries applications from a GUI vs Green screen. 
Rational Performance Tester– is a performance test creation, execution and analysis tool that helps team validate the scalability  
                and reliability of the Web-based applications before deployment  
�

 
 
Rational: A single “Common Repository” z solution running as one repository on z/Linus, Unix, Window with ClearCase & ClearQuest  
SCLM (Software Configuration & Library Manager) -  $0 part of ISPF Option 10.  Provides both library management and  

configuration management for S/390 z/OS e-business application developers and project administrators. 
SCLM Advanced Edition: set of tools to enhance functionality of SCLM to meet customers requirements for SCM.  This can be a 

Standalone z/OS solution, a single repository for the entire environment, or tied to Rational for other environments. 
Breeze with browser / e-mail based software package notification, review and approval tool for approving the promotion of  
packages through the software development life cycle.  Also, package collision detection. 
Enhanced Access Control (EAC) includes augmented security control over access to SCLM managed libraries for RACF 
Merge Tool provides three way merge capabilities from simultaneous work effort. 
Admin Toolkit provides an easy to use GUI and process flow to guide the user in setting up and administering their SCLM  
project environment.  
SCLM Developer Toolkit manages the modernization of traditional z/OS applications, including mixed applications containing  
both traditional and J2EE object types from the single z repository.   

 
 
 
Migration Utility - Converts CA-Easytrieve programs into standard IBM COBOL programs (ET) syntax intact. 
Application Time Facility (TicToc) -  date and time simulation tool. Typically utilized with Debug Tool UAF. (PD Tools)   
IBM ISPF Productivity Tool V5.8 (Spiffy) – integrates enhanced functionality into the standard ISPF Browse, Edit, Member lists  

 and Dataset lists.  Increases productivity of z application programmers & Systems (usually with PD Tools). 
 

 
 
WebSphere Developer for Z - Developer tool providing a powerful GUI which allow common development on the 
workstation for mainframe Java and Cobol applications 
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